Choose Light! Be Love!
I am White Eagle.
The calendar of days does not begin to signify the time that is passing. A new era has
begun as I have told you. And while it begins with violence stoked with burning hatred and
uncompromising fear, yet the time has come for a new era to begin.
And here you are – in the middle of it! – precisely where you need to be! You are here to
turn the corner, to get past this phase of unseemly behavior of total fear.
Now the darkness descends yet the Light shines above it. It is always there, unlike the
shadow that passes before you. The Light will never fail you. It is forever within your
reach.
So reach up! And grasp the Light – the Light that shines upon you perpetually. And you
will know that the Light resides within you, where there is no darkness, but only Light.
Let that Light penetrate the shadows before you and they too will dissipate, but only if you
hold your Light aloft for others yet to see that there is Hope, that there is a reality behind
the shadow of doubt, the pain of fear, the cruelty of disbelief.
Wander throughout the world as you will, yet you will come across the same truth – the
same Light resides in every one no matter the color of their skin or the country in which
they live. And if everyone lets their Light shine forth, they will beam out the shadows that
haunt you. The world will evolve into the Light for which you have always hoped.
Hold steady in your faith in the Light. Hold steady in your love for the Light. Let that Love
shine forth within you. Others will hold onto it and be saved from the rocky storm that
seeks to destroy all before it.
Awaken to the Light! And to the Love within you that sparks the Light! Know that you are
whole, that you are free – free to choose the Light above all things, free to make peace, free
to bring peace and prosperity to one and all – in the Light that shines before you, ever
urging you on, stretching your reach beyond what you think you can do – and yet – there
you are, amidst the battle for the Light.
Therefore, choose Light. Be Love. And your Light will shine and change all before you.
Your Light will change the world. Hold steady in the Light. Do not fear for the Light is with
you always and the Love that sparks the Light is deep within you.
Let your Light SHINE! Let your Heart be filled with Grace and Love and Light! Remember
who you are. Though the conflict be bloody, though people be mistaken, their lives seem
short, – yet – it is Eternal in the Light.
And you are in the Light and All are in the Light and the Light shall shine and be your
protector, your lamp and your sword. For all goes on into the night and a new day will
dawn holding that lamp aloft, embracing one another, loving one another, sparking Love
and Light everywhere you go.
Now is the time to be brave. Now is the time to speak up. Now is the time to let your Light
shine.
So it is.
Bless you, my child. Bless you.
Amen. Aum.
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